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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a generalization of Polya’s cycle index of a permutation 
representation. Let G denote a finite group of order n, and V a complex module 
affording a representation of G. For any class function x of G, we construct a 
complex polynomial in n variables called the x-linear index of G, denoted L( G, V; x). 
In the case that V arises from a permutation representation, L(G, V; x) can be 
converted to the usual cycle index and conversely. Basic properties of the linear index 
are discussed, including linear indices of sums and products of modules. By fixing a 
module V, we get the following map from any set of class functions of G to the ring 
of complex polynomials in n variables: assign to x the polynomial L(G, V; x). 
Consider the ring of complex generalized characters of G. Conditions are given when 
the mapping for this ring is or is not one-to-one. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
G wiIl denote a finite group of order n. C will denote the field of 
complex numbers, Q the field of rational numbers, 2 the ring of integers. Let 
V be a CG-module affording the representation p : G+GL( V). Let dim V= 
d. In this paper we construct for p an analogue to the cycle index of 
permutation representation. 
To each u E G we associate an n-tuple of nonnegative integers (d,, . . . , d,,) 
called the linear type of u, denoted Z-type. Let di denote the number of 
roots, counting multiplicities, of the characteristic polynomial of the linear 
transformation p(u), which are primitive ith roots of unity. Since u” = 1, 
every such root is an nth root of unity. Hence, every such root is a primitive 
ith root of unity for some i dividing n. Thus d, + d,+ - * * + d,, = d. The 
munomiul of u for V is defined as 
M(u,V)= fi x>. 
i=l 
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Note that the degree of M(o, V) is d. 
Let x denote a class function of G, that is, x: G-+C and satisfies 
x(rar - ‘) = x(o) for all (I, 7 E G. That is, conjugate elements in G have the 
same image under x. The main definition of this paper is the following: 
DEFINITION 1.1. The x-linear index of V is the complex polynomial in n 
variables 
L(G Vx) = j$ o~G~(u)Mb, V). 
Note that the x-linear index of V is a homogeneous polynomial of degree d. 
The principal character of G, lo, is defined by lo(u) = 1 for all u E G. 
The lo-linear index, L(G, V; lo), is called the linear index of V, and is 
written L( G, V). 
In Sec. 2 of this paper we show that the x-linear index is a generalization 
of the Polya cycle index of a permutation representation. 
In Sec. 3 various basic properties of linear indices are proved. Among 
these are results concerning faithful modules, conjugate modules, and the 
dual of a module. Also considered are linear indices of sums, products, and 
“Horns” of modules. 
Section 4 deals with two results for x-linear indices. First, if x is a 
generalized complex character of G, then the coefficients of L( G, V; X) are 
rational. Second, if f: H+G is a group homomorphism onto and x is a CUSS 
function of G, then L( H, V; xf) = L( G, V; x). 
The representation p is said to be without fusion if given u and r E G, u 
is conjugate to T in G if and only if p(a) is conjugate to o(r) in GL( V). For 
every subring R of C, let Q(R, G) denote the ring of all class functions of G 
which are R-combinations of the complex, irreducible characters of G. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The R-character map ch[R] : Q(R, G)+C[x,, . . . ,x,,] is 
given by 
ch[R](x)=L(GV;x) for xEQ(R,G). 
In Sec. 5 of this paper two special cases are considered: ch[Z], the 
generalized character map; ch[C], the complete class function map. The 
main results are Theorems 5.2, 5.3, and 5.5, which state respectively: 
(1) if ch[Z] is one-to-one, then all generalized characters of G are 
integer-valued; 
(2) if ch[Z] is one-to-one, then p is without fusion; 
(3) if all generalized characters of G are integer-valued, then there exists 
p such that ch[ C] is one-to-one, and hence ch[ Z] is one-to-one. 
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II. THE LINEAR INDEX OF A PERMUTATION REPRESENTATION 
Suppose (G, S) is a permutation representation; that is, G acts as a group 
of permutations of the finite set S. To each u E G we associate an n-tuple 
(e i, . . . , c,) called the type of u. (I, considered as a permutation of S, partitions 
S into disjoint cycles. Let ci denote the number of cycles of length i in the 
decomposition of S. Thus ci + 2c, + * * * + ic, + - . * nc,, = cardinality of S. The 
monomial of (I for (G, S) is defined by 
P(u,S) fi xi”. 
i=l 
The cycle index of (G, S) is the rational polynomial in n variables 
The cycle index has been extensively studied, and is used as a tool for 
enumeration in combinatorial mathematics. See [2, 4. 
To every permutation representation (G, S) is associated a natural linear 
representation p : G+GL( V), where dim V= cardinality of S. Choose a basis 
B for V indexed by S. For s E S and X, E B, define p by p(u)(X,) = X+,. The 
matrix for p(u) relative to B is a permutation matrix. The roots of the 
characteristic polynomial of this matrix are easily determined. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all i= 1 ,..., n, di=+(i)Zirilici, where r$ is the Euler 
function, and the sum is taken for all j such that i divides j. 
Proof. If r#~ denotes the Euler function, then +(i) is the number of 
primitive ith roots of unity. p(u) is similar to a matrix that is the direct sum 
of matrices of cycles. A cycle of length i has characteristic polynomial xi - 1. 
If 1 is a primitive ith root of unity, then 5 is a root of xi - 1 if and only if i 
divides 1. If i divides i, then { is a root of multiplicity one. Hence df = (the 
number of primitive ith roots of unity) * (the number of cycles in which each 
such root appears) = +(i)Z i: il icj. n 
LEMMA 2.2. For all i = I ,...,n, ci=Ci:i,l~(i/i)dj/~(i), where 9 is the 
Euler function and p is the classical MGbius function. 
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.1 and Mobius inversion on the 
partially ordered set of the integers with the dual division ordering. This 
ordering is defined by i < i if and only if i divides i. See [l]. n 
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Thus for every o E G, M(o, V) and P(a, S) determine each other, and we 
have the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let p : G+GL( V) be the linear representation aj@rded 
by the permutation representation (G,S). Then 
L( G, V) = P(G, S)!+r:r,,~t(‘)> 
P(G,S)= L(G, V)(xl~nl.l,,xl;(“‘)‘*(f), 
where { xi~f(xl,. . . , x,,) means substitute f for xi in the original polynomial. 
Proof. Choose u E G. Then 
M(u, V) = fi + fj ~~(‘)=,4tcf, 
i=l i=l 
In M(a, V), ci contributes to @) for each i dividing j. Thus 
M(u, V) = P(u, V)(@Ir:iItd(‘la 
ThUS 
L( G, V) = P( G, S)~+n,:,,,d(*). 
Lemma 2.2 can be employed in a similar fashion to give the second equation. 
n 
III. BASIC PROPERTIES: FAITHFULNESS, THE DUAL, SUMS, 
PRODUCTS, “HOMS” 
Throughout this section U and V will denote CC-modules, W will denote 
a CH-module, and + will denote the direct sum of modules. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. 




where k is the number of u E G with M(a, V) = XT,?“. If M(u, V) = x;” “, 
then p(u) = 1, so u Eker(p). C onversely, if u E ker(p), then p(u) = 1, and 
M( 6, V) = ,p? Thus k= Iker(o)j. n 
COROLL.AnY 3.1. V is a faithful CG-module if and only if 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V* o!.etwte the dual of V as a CG-module. 
L( G, V*) = L( G, V). 
Proof. Choose a basis {A,, . . . ,Ad} for V. Let { fi, . . . , fd} be the dual 
basis for V* associated to {A}. If M is the matrix of p(u) relative to Ai, then 
the matrix of p*(u) is (M -‘)‘, where p* is the dual representation. { is an 
eigenvalue of (M - ‘)’ if and only if 5 is an eigenvalue of M - ’ if and only if 
5 - ’ is an eigenvahre of M. If { is a primitive jth root of 1, so is 5 - ‘. Thus 
M(u, V) = M( u, V*) for each u E G. So L( G, V) = L( G, v*). n 
PRoPosrr10~ 3.3. 
L(G,V+ U)= & 0~~M(4’)M(OJ). 
Proof. In V+ U, the multiplicity of the eigenvalue 5 is the sum of its 
multiplicity in V with its multiplicity in U. Hence M(u, V+ U) = 
M(a, V)M(a, V). n 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. If V and U are conjugate representations, then 
L(G,V)=L(G,U). 
Proof. By conjugacy, M(a, V) = M(a, U) for all (I E G. n 
Let Y be a C-vector space. It is classical that Horn,,, V, Y) and 
Horn&Y, V) are CG-modules. Let p denote the representation P: G+GL( V) 
affording V. 
THEOREM 3.1. ~(G,Ho~,(V~Y))=~(G,V)(~~~~~~~.,=~....,~. 
Proof. It is classical that Horn,,, V, Y) is isomorphic to v* + v* 
+ . . . + V*, the sum of dim Y copies of the dual of V. By Proposition 3.3, 
M(a, V* + V* + . . . + V) = (M(u, V*))dimY. By Proposition 3.2, M(u, v*) = 
M(e, V). n 
THEOREM 3.2. L(G,H~~~(Y,V))=L(G,V)(Q+~~~~,N~=I ,..., n. 
Proof. For u E G, choose any eigenvector A E V. Say p(u)(A) = {A. 
Given any basis for Y, {I&..., Bh}, and any basis for V containing A, 
{A=A,,..., Ad}, there is a canonical basis for Horn,,, Y, V). This basis is 
given by {eii:eii(B,)=&mAi, i=l,...,h, i=l,...,d}. If p is the representa- 
tion afforded by Horn&Y, V), then F(u)(eJ = Se,l for all i = 1,. . . , h. Thus, if l 
is an eigenvalue of multiplicity c in p(u), then 5 is an eigenvalue of 
multiplicity at least (dimY) c in p(u). By the pigeonhole principle we get 
equality. Thus M( (I, Horn,,, Y, V)) = (M(u, V))dimy. n 
If V is a CG-module and W is a CH-module, then it is classical that 
V + W is a C( G X H)-module with the action defined by (u, r)( u + w) = uu + 
?W. 
THEOREM 3.3. L(G X H, V+ W)= L(G, V)*L(H, W). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose H has order m with m <n. 
For T E H, if M(T, W) = x:%2 * * * x2, then M(T, W) = x~‘x~* * * x,“, where 
e/ = 0 if i >m. For u E G, r E H, suppose 
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Then 
M((UJ), v+ W) = xf’+%fi+e,*. . x$‘” 
= M(a, V)*M(7, W). 
L(GxH,V+ W)=- 
,,:,, ’ 
M&v), V+ W) 
(o,T)EG XH 
= & 2 M(dwf(T W) 
(0,T)EG XH 
= L( G, V).L(H, W). n 
Many of the above results can be easily extended to x-linear indices. 
These extensions are left to the reader. 
IV. X-LINEAR INDICES 
To prove the first theorem of this section a well-known definition and 
lemma are needed. See [5]. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A subset of T of G is called closed if for every u E T, 
the generators of (a) also belong to T. (a) denotes the group generated by 
6. 
LEMMA 4.1. If T is a closed subset of G and x is a generalized complex 
character of G, then E,,,x(u) is an integer. 
THEOREM 4.1. If x is a generalized complex character of G, then 
L( G, V; x) has rational coefficients. 
Proof. Choose a monomial M. Let S(M) = {(I E G : M(u, V) = M}. If 
uES(M)and(~)=(u),then~=~~wherekisrelativelyprimetotheorder 
of u. If 1 is a primitive rth root of unity and an eigenvalue of u, then Sk is 
also a primitive rth root unity and an eigenvalue of r. Thus M(7, V)= 
M(u,V), so 7ES(M). Thus S(M) is closed and X,,aES(M1~(u) is an integer. 
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Therefore, for each monomial M, the coefficient of M in L( G, V,x) is the 
quotient of an integer by 1 G 1. n 
Let f:H+G be a group homomorphism. If x is a class function of G, 
then xf is a class function of H. Similarly, if p : G+GL( V) is a representation 
of G, then pf: H+GL( V) is a representation of H on the same complex 
vector space V. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let V be a CC-module, x a class function of G, and 
f: H+G a g?‘oup homomorp Usrn onto. Then 
Proof. Choose 7 E H. Then M(T, V) = M( f(T), V) and xf(T)=x(f(T)). 
Therefore, 
L(H,V;xf)= & ~~HXfw~'J) 
For each u E G, there are ]ker( f)l elements of H satisfying f(T) = u. There- 
fore, 
Then 
L(H,V;xf)= !y$fJ ~Gxww) 
=L(G,V;x). 
V. THE Z- AND C-CHARACTER MAPS 
Throughout this section consider a fixed CC-module V. For the defini- 
tions of representations without fusion, Q(R,G), and the R-character map 
see Sec. 1. The first part of this section establishes two necessary conditions 
for ch[Z] to be one-to-one. The proof of the next lemma is obvious. 
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LEMMA 5.1. ch[C] is a linear transform&ion. 
LEMMA 5.2. ch[Q] is one-to-one if and only if ch[Z] is one-to-one. 
Proof. ch[Q] is one to one implies ch[Z] is one to one, since ch[Z] is a 
restriction of ch[Q]. If xEfi(Q, G), th en f or some integer r, rx En( Z, G). If 
ch[Q](x)=O, then ch[Z](r>o=pch[Q](x)=O by Lemma 5.1. If ch[Z] is 
one-to-one, it follows that ch[ Q] is one-to-one. n 
For any a E G, (a) represents the group generated by a, and lFa> 
denotes the principal character of (a) induced to G. It is the character of 
the permutation representation ((7, G/(a)) given by the natural action of G 
on the set of left cosets of the subgroup (a). For any /3 E G, if lFa>( p) #O 
then /3 is conjugate to some power of a. 
LEMMA 5.3 (Monomial elimination). Choose xEn(Q,G). Suppose the 
coefficient of M( ) 7 is c#O in L(G,V;x). There exists #ES?(Q,G) such that 
(1) the coefficient of M(7) is 0 in L( G, V; 4); 
(2) if v is not conjugate to any To, then q(v) =x(v). 
Proof. Choose u = 7’ of smallest order satisfying M(a) = M(r). Let T= 
{aEG:(a) is conjugate to (u)}. If aET, then M(a)=M(a)=M(T) and 
lC (a) = I& Let +E~(Q, G) be defined by 
If a E T, then +(a) = c/I T(. If v is not conjugate to any ui, and hence not 
conjugate to any T*, then +(v)=O. Let $=(x-+) EO(Q,G). If v is not 
conjugate to any r ‘, then #J(V) = x(v). If M(v) = M(u) and (p(v) # 0, then v E T, 
by definition. Therefore the coefficient of M(T) is L( G, V; 4) is c - X a E&(a) 
=c-c=o. W 
It is well known that the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) all generalized complex characters of G are integer valued; 
(2) if (u) =(r), then u and T are conjugate in G. 
Historically, a group satisfying (1) and (2) is called a Q-group. 
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that G is not a Q-group. Then there exists 
xEQ(Q,G) and u,rEG such that 
(1) if x(a)#O, then a is conjugate to some ui or 7f; 
(2) not both x(u)=0 and x(7)=0; 
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(3) M(a, V) = M(7, V); 
(4) the coefficient of M( u, V) is 0 in L(G, V; x). 
Proof. Choose u and r not conjugate so that (a) = (7). Thus lFO> = lFT> 
and M(a) = M(T). Since u and r are not conjugate, there exists $i E a(Z, G) 
such that O#~,(U)#IC/~(~)#O. Let $=&l$>. +E~(Z,G), and if #(a)#O, 
then cr is conjugate to some ui. 
Let c be the coefficient of M(u) in L( G, V; 4). If c = 0, then x = # satisfies 
the necessary conditions. If c#O, choose a E Q and let x = # + ul$>. x E 
a( Q, G) and if x(a) # 0, then (Y is conjugate to some u i = 7 i, giving (1) above. 
$(a)#$(~) implies x(u)#x(r), giving (2). The coefficient of M(u) in 
L(G,V;x) is c+aXITO>(cu); the sum is over all aEG with M(a)=M(u). 
c E Q, the sum E Q, and thus this coefficient depends only on the rational 
number a, and for a suitable choice the coefficient is 0, giving (4). W 
LEMMA 5.5. Zf p : G+GL( V) has fusion, then there exists xEfi(Q, G), 
and so (I, 7 E G, such that 
1. if x(a)#O, then a is coniugate to some ui or ri; 
2. not both x(u) =0 and ~(7) =O; 
3. M(u, V) = M(7, V); 
4. the coefficient of M(u, V) is 0 in L( G, V; x). 
Proof. Since p has fusion, there exist u, T E G with o not conjugate to r, 
but M(u) = M(T), giving (3). 
Case 1: (u) is conjugate to (r). Then u is conjugate to some (Y with 
(a) = (7 ), and by Lemma 5.4, we are done. 
Care 2: (a) and (7) are not conjugate. lTO,# lFT>. Let S = {(Y E 
G:M(a)=M(u) and 1$)((~)#0}. Let T={~EG:M(~)=M(u) and l?,,(o)2 
O}. Choose a E Q, and let x = lTO> + alg>. If x(a)#O, then (Y E S u T, giving 
(1). The coefficient of M(u) in L(G, V; x) is 
The sums are integers; hence c E Q, and c depends only on the rational 
number a. For a suitable choice the coefficient is 0, giving (4). Since (a) and 
(7) are not conjugate, not both (1) u is conjugate to some ri and (2) r is 
conjugate to some ai. Thus, either lFO)(r)=O or lFr>u=O, so either x(r)#O 
or x (u) # 0, giving (2). w 
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose there exists x E!J(Q, G) and o,r E G satisfying 
(1) through (4) of La mas 5.4 and 5.5. Then there exists + E !2(Q, G), # not 
the 0 character, and L( G, V; I/J) = 0. 
Proof. Choose u1,u2,. . . , us, a full set of representatives of the conjugacy 
classes of G. Order the a, so that ~(ui)]<](ui+i)] for all i=l,...,s-1. 
Choose x satisfying (1) through (4) of Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. Without loss of 
generality, suppose u = u,, so that x(u)#O, X(q)=0 for all i>i, and the 
coefficient of M(q) in L(G, V; x) is 0. Let xi =x. 
Choose 1 in decreasing order beginning with I = i - 1. Then, if the 
coefficient of M(q) in L( G, V; xl+ J is 0, let xr = xr+ r. If not, by monomial 
elimination choose xl satisfying (1) and (2) of Lemma 5.3 with r= a,. Then 
xr(uJ=~,+~(q) for all i>Z, and the coefficient of M(q) in L(G,V;xJ is 0. 
Claim: L( G, V; x,) = 0. 
Proof Choose any monomial, M, appearing in L(G, V). Let p be the 
smallest index such that M(u,) = M. Then the coefficient of M in L( G, V; x,) 
is 0. Since s < p, if M(u)= M, then xs(u)=xp(u). Therefore [the coefficient 
of M in L(G,V;x,)]=[th e coefficient of M in L(G, V; X,)] =O. The claim is 
established. n 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf G is not a Q-group, then ch[Z] i.s not me-to-m. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 5.1 there is x Ea(Q, G), X not the 
0 character, with L( G, V; x) = 0. Thus ch[ Q] is not one-to-one. Lemma 5.2 
shows that ch[Z] is not one-to-one. n 
THEOREM 5.3. Zf p: G+GL( V) has fusion, then ch[Z] is not one-to- 
one. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.5 and Theorem 5.1 there is x ~a( Q, G), x not the 
0 character, with L( G, V; x) = 0. Thus ch[Z] is also not one-to-one. H 
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing a partial converse 
to Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, namely, the existence of groups with representa- 
tions such that ch[Z] is one-to-one. Since ch[Z] is a restriction of ch[C], if 
ch[ C] is one-to-one, then ch[ Z] is also one-to-one. 
LEMMA 5.6. ch[C] is one to one if and only if whenever u and r E G are 
not conjugate, then M(u, V)#M(r, V). 
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Proof. Suppose U,T not conjugate implies M(a, V)#M(r, V). Suppose 
x(a)+0 for some CJE G. The coefficient of M(a, V) in L(G, V; x) is 
W(~~X~J)~/IGI+~~ h w ere C(u) is the conjugacy class of 6. Thus, if x is not 
the 0 character, then L( G, V; x) #O, so ch[ C] is one-to-one. 
Suppose for some u and T not conjugate M(u, V) = M(T, V). Define a clans 
function x by 
I1 if (Y is conjugate to u, 
x(a)= -3 1 if ff is conjugate to 7, 
otherwise. 
Then x is not the 0 character, but L( G, V; x) = 0, so ch[ C] is not one-to-one. 
n 
The following is a well-known result. See [3]. 
THEOREM 5.4. lf G is a Q-group, there exists a representation p: G+ 
GL( V), arising from a permutation representation, such that p is without 
fusion. That is, in this representation, if u and r are not conjugate then they 
have different types. 
THEOREM 5.5. Zf G is a Q-group, there exists a representation p: G+ 
CL(V) such that ch[C] is one-to-one. Hence fm that p, ch[Z] is one-to-one. 
Proof. Choose p as in Theorem 5.4. Since type and Z-type determine 
each other, it follows that if u and T are not conjugate, then they have 
different I-types. Hence, if u and T are not conjugate, then M(u, V)# 
M(r, V). Lemma 5.6 establishes the result. I 
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